The Clinical Picture

Bony bridge of a bifid rib

A 21-year-old man has had cough and hemoptysis for 3 days. For the past 3 years he has smoked one pack of cigarettes a day. His medical history is unremarkable, and he has had no chest trauma or thoracic surgery.

The physical examination is normal. Chest radiography reveals a 1-cm-wide bony bridge between the third and the fourth ribs, anteriorly and on the right (Figure 1), but no signs of trauma, rib fracture, or callus formation. Computed tomography to evaluate the hemoptysis shows no evidence of trauma or fracture.

The patient says he was born full-term, and he has never been aware of any congenital anomalies.

Q: Which is the most likely diagnosis?
- Fractured rib
- Poland syndrome
- Paget disease
- Bifid rib

A: Bifid rib, a congenital anomaly, is the correct answer (see below).

Fractured rib. The patient has no history of chest trauma or thoracic surgery, nor any evidence on chest x-ray to suggest a fractured rib. Also, he has no evidence of osteoporosis to suspect a spontaneous rib fracture. His hemoptysis is most likely due to acute bronchitis.

Poland syndrome is a unilateral deficiency of the pectoralis muscle, variably associ-
ated with ipsilateral thoracic and upper limb anomalies. Bilateral hypoplasia or aplasia of the pectoralis muscle and upper-limb defects in association with variable thoracic muscles, chest wall deformities, and lower-limb defects has been infrequently reported in the literature. The diagnosis is usually based on the physical examination (asymmetric chest) or on chest x-ray (unilateral hyperlucent lung). This is not the case in our patient.

**Paget disease** is a chronic, abnormal bone-remodeling process that leads to enlarged, less-dense, brittle bones. The spine, femur, pelvis, skull, clavicle, and humerus are most commonly affected. In the United States, the prevalence is 3% to 4% in people over age 40. Black Americans have a higher prevalence rate than black Africans, and the disease is rare in Asians.

Pain is the most common symptom, but Paget disease is usually asymptomatic. Paget disease can lead to insufficiency fractures, pathologic fractures, secondary arthritis, and nerve impingement in the spine or the base of the skull. Sarcomatous degeneration of the affected bone has been reported, but is rare.

Radiographic findings are often diagnostic. The skull and long bones typically show evidence of osteolysis from the epiphysis and advancing along the diaphysis. Radiographic findings in the sclerotic phase typically involve the axial skeleton and include trabecular coarsening and distortion and cortical thickening.

Rib abnormalities may be observed; these may either be isolated or may be a sign of multisystem malformations. However, in our patient, the radiographic finding of a bony bridge does not fit the description of Paget disease.

**BIFID RIB**

The overall prevalence of bifid rib is estimated at 0.15% to 3.4% (mean 2%), and it accounts for up to 20% of all congenital rib anomalies. It is usually unilateral. Wattanasirichaigoon et al described patterns of rib defects in 47 cases, with bifid rib accounting for 28% of cases. As with Paget disease, rib anomalies may occur in isolation or in association with multisystem malformations. Since the ribs originate from the mesoderm, it is not surprising that the costal defects are associated with malformations in other organs of the same origin, such as the heart and the kidneys. Bifid ribs are also seen in several genetic disorders such as Gorlin-Goltz (ie, basal cell nevus) syndrome, which affects multiple organs including bones, skin, eye, and neural system. Occasionally, it is encountered as a part of Jobs syndrome (ie, high levels of immunoglobulin E and recurrent infections), and Kindler syndrome, a rare genodermatosis.

The literature contains little information about the clinical significance of bifid rib. Patients should undergo a thorough physical examination, including oral and cutaneous evaluation, to rule out a genetic syndrome. Physical findings such as palmar pits, subcutaneous calcifications, or odontogenic cyst warrant a more intensive radiologic and genetic investigation. If the physical examination is normal and if the patient is asymptomatic, additional clinical or radiologic investigation is of low yield. And as in our patient, the anomaly may go unnoticed on computed tomography of the chest.
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